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Dispersion relations and the conditions for unitarity of the S matrix are used for the analysis 
of the elastic scattering of y rays by deuterons below the threshold for pion production. The 
low-energy limit is examined for the scattering of y rays by nuclei of arbitrary spin. The 
energy dependence of elastic yd scattering is deduced on the basis of the experimental data 
on the photodisintegration of the deuteron. The result differs decidely from that of the im
pulse approximation over a wide range of energies. It is found that it is not important to in
clude the influence of photoproduction of pions from deuterons in the range of energy consid
ered. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE scattering of y rays by deuterons is an ex
ample of a process whose amplitude is decidedly 
affected by inelastic processes, such as the photo
disintegration of the deuteron and the photoproduc
tion of mesons. Inclusion of the influence of pion 
photoproduction, which is important at y-ray en
ergies near and above the photoproduction thresh
old, requires a rather detailed analysis of the 
processes 

r+d-""NNn, r+d-""d+n° 

and is not dealt with here. 
The influence of the photodisintegration of the 

deuteron on the elastic yd scattering near the 
threshold for photodisintegration, and the depar
tures from monotonic variation with the energy, 
which lead to a sharp decrease of the cross sec
tion, have been considered previously .1 The pur
pose of the present paper is to make an analysis 
of yd scattering on the basis of dispersion rela
tions over a wider energy range, in which meson 
production still does not have much effect. 

The experimental data2 on the scattering of y 
rays by deuterons in the energy range 50 -100 
Mev do not fit into the framework of the impulse 
approximation, 3 and this forces us to carry through 
an analysis that does not involve this approxima
tion. On the other hand, the contribution to the 
scattering amplitude from meson-production proc
esses falls off rapidly below the threshold for 
photoproduction of mesons. 

We shall confine ourselves to the forward scat
tering. In the calculation of the dispersion inte
grals we take into account the cross sections for 
the electric-dipole and magnetic-dipole photodis
integrations. We begin with the phase-shift analy
sis, so as to express the imaginary parts of the 
scattering amplitudes in terms of the quantities 
that characterize the photodisintegration of the 
deuteron. We then consider the dispersion rela
tions for forward scattering and the low-energy 
theorem. The dispersion integrals are evaluated 
in the range of y-ray energies below ,..., 100 Mev. 
The real and imaginary parts of the amplitudes 
are obtained, and the polarizabilities of the deu
teron and of nucleons are discussed. 

2. THE PHENOMENOLOGICAL ANALYSIS 

As is well known, the formulas for the electric 
and magnetic multipole waves Y~~ (k) of a photon 
are (A.= 0, 1) 

Y)::; = h Cl~-1'-wYt m-~J- (k) ~~'-·· (1a) 
1'-

Y):J =- i [k xY)::;l, (1b) 

where k is the unit vector along the momentum of 
the photon in the center-of-mass system, Y zm ( k) 
are normalized spherical functions, and 

~+ =- (i + iD!V2, 

~0 = k, ~- = (i - iD!V2 

-the eigenfunctions of the photon spin- satisfy 
the transversality condition 

898 

(2) 
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kY~~ (k) = 0. 

If we write 

11+ = -:2 (U · 1 (. 1) 11- = ,r- - i 
f 2 o, 

(3) 

for the spin functions of the deuteron, then for the 
yd system we can construct eigenfunctions of the 
total angular momentum J2, the component Jz, 
and the parity from Eqs. (1) and (3): 

(4) 

In the center-of-mass system ( c.m.s.) all 
quantities in the final state are denoted by symbols 
with primes; for example, k' denotes the direction 
of the photon momentum in the final state. 

By means of Eq. (4) we can write the scattering 
matrix T in the form 

( 'T '\.1 (A') , . (A) AA' e e) = .;;;J YwM(k) YitM (k) aiu·, 
jM!l' 

AI.' 

where e and e' are the respective polarization 

(5) 

vectors of the photon in the initial and final states. 
Parity conservation requires that 

aM:= 0 for (- l)I+A =f= (- 1 )!'+"'. (6) 

Time-reversal invariance leads to the symmetry 
condition 

n• l\'1. 
a1w = awt • (7) 

The usual arguments show that for forward 
scattering the spin dependence of the matrix T is 
of the form 

(e'Te) = A (e'e) + iB (S [e'~el)+ ~ C [(Se) (Se') 

+ (Se') (Se)l + ~ D [(S[k"><e])(S [k'x e'J~+(S (kS.e'J)(S [kxeJ)]. 
(8) 

Here S is the operator of the spin vector of the 
deuteron; its components Si satisfy the Duffin
Kemmer commutation relations: 

Using the Stokes parameters to describe the 
polarization of the photon, as was done in our 
paper on y N scattering, 4 we get without difficulty 
from Eqs. (2) and (8): 

(~~ T~±) =A =F B (Sk) + ~ (D +C) [2- (Sk)2J, 

(~~ T~+) =~(D-C) {(Si)2 - (Sj)2 =F i [(Si) (Sj) + (Sj) (Si)]}. 
(10) 

By means of Eq. (10) and the method developed 
previously4 we can construct the density matrix of 
the final state and calculate all observable quan
tities. The unpolarized forward scattering cross 
section is given by 

ao (0°) = I A + i- (C +D) /2 + fg I C 

+ D /2 + i-1 B /2 +}\D-C /2, 

and we have 

(11) 

4:rt Im (A + i- C + i- D) = qat, (11') 

where crt is the total interaction cross section, 
including both elastic and inelastic interactions; 
q =I qJk. 

Let us turn to the phase-shift analysis. We in
clude the amplitudes for electric-dipole and mag
netic-dipole transitions. The magnetic-dipole 
transition is characterized by the matrix 

FJ = ~ Y}0{M (k) Y}0{M (k) 

- 3 ...., ciM CiM c lM-r 1M-r' * ,.. 
- 4n .;;;J 1M-r 1r !M-,'lr' 10 1M-rC10 1M-r'11r11r'~M-r<oM-r'' 

(12} 

where we have used the fact that for forward scat
tering 

Ytm = Otm V(2/ + l)j4:rt. 

From Eqs. (12) we easily obtain 
"' * 3 (~J~+) + (C n_) = sn [ai +~iS;), 

* • 3 
<~+ Fs+)- <s-n-> = sn rjsz, 

•p ) 3 3 1 s . 2 (s+ ~- = -&t~iT2,-2=- 8n ~iz( x-tSy), 

<Cn+) =- s! ~iT2.2 = - s! ~~ ; (Sx + iSu) 2• (13) 

For j = 0, 1, 2 the quantities aj, f3j, Yj are 

j = 2 0 
Ct.!= 1 0 

[3i= 1/s -'/2 1/a 

1;= 5/6 _l/2 _l/3 (14) 

In obtaining the relations (13) we have used the 
relations 

11-11: = T2,-2= t [S;- S~- i (SxSu + SuSx)]. (15) 

The case of the electric-dipole transition is ob
tained from the relations (13) by replacing t + by 
i[t+xk]=-t+ and t- by i[t_xk]=t-· Com
paring Eqs. (13) and (14) with Eq. (10), we get 

2A = 8: .2] (a1 + 2~1) (aJm) + aj'l), 
j 

2B = - ~ ~r1· (a(m) +a( e)) 
8rt LJ I I ' 

i 
3 ,-, 3 'I C = - -- .L.J ~ia(e)' D = - sri .Ll ~ia}m). 

8rt j I j 
(16) 

The condition for unitarity of the S matrix re
duces to the relation 
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2n:i [T.(- k',- k,- e',- e,- S)-yd ..... -yd 

- T (k', k, e', e, S)yd ..... yd ] = q ~ dD.n-tp T~d ..... npT yd-•llP• 
(17) 

where q is the relative momentum of the yd sys
tem. Let us represent T yd--np in the form 

T rd~np = ~ Y/e'M (n) Yi~~( (k) djJ;t, (18} 

where j is the total angular momentum, l' is the 
orbital angular momentum in the final state, and 
s is the total spin of the np system. 

Parity conservation requires that 

(- I) I -j-A t-1 = (--I (. 

The quantities djfrz are connected with the partial 
cross sections for photodisintegration: 

24 s(m) (2. , I) I dso ,., rraw = 1 --~- W1,", 24:rta/~~l = (2j + I) I d/h 12 • 

(19) 

The total cross section for photodisintegration is 
given by 

24:rtCi-rd->1P = ~(2j + I)fjd/f'l !2 + jdjhi2 J. (20) 
jl's 

Substitution of Eqs. (18} and (5) in Eq. (17) gives 

4 I ),).' ( ) ~ (dsl. )*ds'-' n: m aill' q = q ~ it"t it"t', 
l"s 

and using Eqs. (16) and (14) we get the results 

Im [A + f- (C + D) ] = i~:rt ~ ( ai + f- ~i) (Im a)"'l 
j 

Im A = (3a0 + f- a2) q/4n:, 

Im B = <f CJ 0 + } a1 - } a2) qj4n:, 

Im C = (- 3a<•l -\- _::_ o<•l - Jl. r;(e)) qj4:rt 
0 2 1 10 2 ' 

(21) 

Im D = (- 3a~m) - & a<;'l) qj4n, (22} 

where Uj denotes the partial cross section for 
photodisintegration in the state j, including the 
factor ( 2j + 1 ). 

3. CROSSING SYMMETRY AND THE DISPERSION 
RELATIONS 

The retarded amplitude for yd forward scat
tering can be written in the form 

< , · 'Nret I ) flle efl 

= - 2n2i \ d4ze-iqz < p', f.!' I 8 (z0) [e'j (z/2), 

ej (- z/2)]1 p, f1 ), (23) 

where p, and p,' are the spin indices of the deu
teron. 

For the advanced amplitude we have the analo
gous expression 

(f.!' I e'Nadv e I fl) 
= 2:t2i ~ d4ze-tqz (p', f.!' I(~ (- z0) [e'j (z/2), (24) 

ej (- zj2)JI p, fl). 

For the case of forward scattering the deuteron 
momentum p can be set equal to zero. 

Considering the relations complex conjugate to 
Eqs. (23) and (24), we get 

<f.!' i e'Nrei(adv)(q)e I f1 )* = ([1je'Nrel(adv) (- q)e I fl'>· (25) 

Interchanging the order of ( e' j ( z/ 2 ) ) and 
( ej ( - z/ 2) ) in E qs. (23) and (24) and changing the 
sign of the variable z, we arrive at the relation 

(f.!' I e'Nret(adv) (q) e I f1) = (!1'! eNadv(ret)(- q) e' I f1). (26) 

Let us represent Nret(adv) in the form (8). 
The conditions (25) and (26) reduce to the follow
ing symmetry properties of the scalar functions 
A, B, C, D: 

Aret(advJ (v)· = A'et(adv)( _ v), B'et(advJ(v}* = _ Bret(advJ( -v), 

cret(advJ(v)" = cret(adv) ( -v), D'et(adv) (v)· = D'et(advJ( _ v); 
·, (27) 

Aadv (v) = A''t (- v), Badv (v) = _ B''t (-v), 

cadv (v) = C'~t ( _ v), Dadv (v) = D'et (--- v). 

(28) 
Denoting hereafter the quantities A ( v ), C ( v ), 

and D ( v) by L1 ( v ), L2 ( v ), and L3 ( v ), respec
tively, and B ( v) by L4 ( v ), we write the disper
sion relations for the scalar functions in the form 

3 00 

Re L, (vo) - Vo Re L4' (0) = 2vo p (' dv lm L4 (v) (30) 
n J v2 (v2--- v2 ) ' 

vd 0 

where Vd is the threshold for photodisintegration 
of the deuteron, approximately equal to the binding 
energy of the deuteron. 

In order for it to be possible to use the rela
tions (29) and (30) for an actual analysis, it is 
necessary to know L1, 2, 3 ( 0) and L( ( 0 ), i. e., to 
calculate the yd scattering amplitude in the en
ergy region close to zero. The result of the cal
culations carried out in the following section is 
that 

Re L2,3 (0) = 0, 

where J.lo is the magnetic moment and Md the 
mass of the deuteron. 
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4. THE LOW-ENERGY LIMIT FOR ')'d 
SCATTERING 

Thirring, Low. Gell-Mann, and Goldberger5 

have shown that the limiting values at v0 = 0 of the 
scattering amplitude and of its derivative with re
spect to the photon frequency are determined by 
the statistical properties of the system, for sys
tems with spin Y2• Following a method developed by 
Low, we shall show that analogous results are also 
valid for systems with arbitrary spin. 

The S matrix for the scattering of photons from 
the state ( q, e) into the state ( q'. e') is given by 
the expression 

S' =- e;q,iei (4%q~)-'1•, (32) 

Qii·= ~ P [j; (x), h (y)] eiqx-iq'x dxdy. (33) 

Using the technique of Low. it is not hard to 
get the results* 

(34) 

A(q'q) + B(S [q'xql)+ D [(Sq')(Sq) + (Sq)(Sq')] = q0q~C, 
(35) 

C = (2~)• <1<•> (p' + q' _ p _ q) ~ [ <q- q'l io I q) <q I io I 0 > 
I EM-E~-~ 

+ <q- q' I io 1- q' >-q' I~· I 0> 1 (36) 
E (q') - E (0) + q0 ' 

<o> = (2n)• <1<•> ( , + , _ _ )~[ <q- q' I i; I q > < q Iii I 0 > 
g,i i p q p q ...:::..J E (q)- E (0)- q0 

< q- q' Iii 1- q'> <- q' I}; I o > J (37) 
+ E (q')- E (0) + q~ ' . 

The summation in Eqs. (36) and (37) is taken 
over the spins of the particles involved in the re
action. 

Let us consider the case in which the states 
I q > and so on are eigenstates of a system with 
spin S. For the calculation of Eqs. (36) and (37) 
we need the expression for the current matrix 
< P2 1 j I p1 > in the low-energy region to accuracy 
v/c, and for < q' I j 0 I q> to accuracy v2/c2• It 
turns out that these matrix elements can be de
termined with the required accuracy on the basis 
of general principles. 

Since j and j 0 are Hermitian operators and 
the interaction is invariant under three-dimen
sional rotations and time reversal, the most gen
eral form of the matrix element of the current is, 
in the approximation in question, 

<P2! j I PI) = (ej2M) (PI+ P2) + i1-1-Sx[P2- Pd 

+ c {S (S, PI+ P2) + (S, PI+ P2) S}, (38) 

*This is the most general expression for an arbitrary S, if 
we are not concerned with terms with energy dependence higher 
than linear. 

<P2I h J PI)= a+ b (Pi+ P~) + d (PIP2) +if (S fP2xPil) 

+ h [(Spi) (Spi) + (Sp2) (Sp2) + g [(Spi) (Sp2) + (Sp2) (Spi)], 
(39) 

where e is the total charge, Jl.S = JJ.o is the total 
magnetic moment, and the quantities a, b, c, d, 
f, h, g are invariant constants. 

Under Lorentz transformations h behaves like 
a component of a four-vector. Being an irreduci
ble representation of the inhomogeneous Lorentz 
group, the wave function I p, JJ.> transforms in 
the following way: 

I p, !A->.!:.,_ I p, !A-)'= Rpp.·(L, p) I L-Ip, 1-1-'>· (40) 

where RJJ.JJ.' ( L, p) is the rotation of the spin in the 
Lorentz transformation, which has been treated 
by a number of authors. 6• 7 

Let us consider two coordinate systems. In 
one 

P1 = 0, P2 =p, 

and in the other 

PI= q, Pio = Eq = V q2+ M2, 

P2 = P + ;J (~~) Eq (I-~) + ·~ Er] , 
Eq [E (pq)] 

P2o = M r + £;; · 
The second system moves with the velocity 

(41) 

- q/Eq relative to the first. For the Lorentz 
transformation from the first system to the second 
we have to accuracy vo/c2 

R (L, p) = I + i (S [pxq])j2M2. 

We also have to accuracy v/c 
(p + q I jJ q )' = e (p+2q) 12M+ i~A- [Sxp] 

+ c {S (S, p + 2q) + (S, p + 2q) S} 

= <P I i I o > + ( q I M) < P I j I o > 

(42) 

= epj2M + i~A-[Sxp]+c [S (Sp)+(Sp) S] + aqiM (43) 

and to accuracy vo/ c2 

(p + q I io I q)' = a + b (P2 + 2pq + 2q2) + d(pq + q2) 

+ if (S [pxql)+ h {S, p + q) (S, p + q) + (Sq)(Sq)} 

+ g {(S, p + q) (Sq) + (Sq) (S, p + q)} 

= [I - i (S [pxql)I2M2] EqM-1 [(pI io I 0) 

+ (qM-1 , (pI j I 0) )] =a- ia (S[pxq])/2M2 + aq212M2 

+ bp2 + h (Sp) (Sp) + e (pq) /2M2 + i~A- (S IP><ql) I M. (44) 

From Eq. (43) it follows that 

a=e, c = 0, 

and from Eq. (44) that 

d + 2b = ej2M2, f = 1-1-I M- ej2M2 , g =h = 0. 
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Finally we have the covariant expressions 

<P2l j I P1) = e (Pl + P2) j2M + i[.tSx fP2- P1L 

<P2 i j 0 I P1) = e + i (fl/ M- ej2M2 ) (S{p_ p1]) 

+ e (p1P2) /2M 2 + 2b (Pl -p2) 2 , (45) 

and, as must be so, the first of these is the same 
as the matrix element of the current of a nonrela
tivistic particle interacting with a magnetic field 
( cf., e. g., the book of Landau and Lifshitz8 ). It 
turns out that the term contained in the expression 
(45) makes no contribution to the final result. 

By means of Eq. (45) one easily gets 

S = i(2rc)4l'\(4) (p' +q' -p-q) (4q0q~)-'/, {e2(e'e) /M 

-2ie (S [e~xel) M(fl- ej2M)- (iJl2/q0) (S [{exq]x[e'p(q'Jl) 

- (ieflfMq0 ) [(eq') (S [q'xe'l)i- (e'q) (S {qxe])]} (46) 

or for the matrix T 

- T = e2 (e'e) / M- 2i (ejM) v (fl-ef2M) (S [e'xe] 

- i (fl2/vXS[[exq]x[e'xq']])- (ieflf Mv) [(eq') (S [q'xe'J) 

- (e'q) (S [qxe])]. (47) 

For forward scattering, in particular, we have 

- T = e2 (e'e)/M -iv (S [e'xe])[fl0/S- e (M]2 , (48) 

from which the result (31) indeed follows for S = 1. 
In the energy range below the threshold for 

photoproduction of mesons from deuterons the 
terms that depend on the spin make an insignifi
cant contribution to the cross section, since the 
mass of the nucleus is doubled in comparison with 
that of a nucleon, and the magnetic moment is 
much smaller. 

5. RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS. DISCUSSION 

Experimental data on the photodisintegration of 
the deuteron are available right up to ,...., 500 Mev. 9 

The results of the calculation of Re [ L1 + (%) ( L2 

+ L3 )], for which it is sufficient to know the total 
cross sections, are shown in Fig. 1, where the 
values of the real part of the amplitude are repre
sented as fractions of eo/Mpc2• The photon energy 
is measured as a multiple of the threshold for 
photodisintegration of the deuteron: volvd = Yo· 
The diagram also shows the energy dependence of 

.lmL 

10 15 lO Z5 JO JJ 
"olllt 

ReL 

FIG. 1 

6(0")/(f/ 
\00 p ....---------

0,15 

fl50 
O.ZJ 

U 510 1,? ZOZJ Jfl 

FIG. 2 

the imaginary part of the quantity L1 + (%) ( L2 

+ L3)· 
In the energy range considered, v0 ~. 100 Mev, 

the dominant contribution is that of photodisinte
gration with v ~ 75 Mev. For the other amplitudes 
a more detailed analysis of the photodisintegration 
is required. If we assume that the contribution 
from photodisintegration with v0 :S 80 Mev is also 
decisive for the other amplitudes and use the anal
ysis of de Swart and Marshak, 10 it is possible to 
estimate the dispersion parts of all the scalar 
amplitudes. But for yd scattering the spin-de
pendent amplitudes play a much smaller part as 
compared with the case of y N scattering. Figure 
2 shows the energy dependence of the yd forward 
scattering. With increase of the y-ray energy 
the yd scattering cross section at first shows a 
marked decrease as compared with the Thomson 
limit, and then ( v ~ 4 Mev) rapidly rises, and in 
the range 20 < v < 80 Mev reaches values larger 
than ( eo/Mdc2 ) 2 by· a factor four. 

Inclusion of the magnetic-dipole absorption, 
especially near the threshold, leads to an additional 
sharp "dip" of the cross section, 1 with a total 
half-width ,...., 200-300 kev. The width of the total 
decrease of the cross section is considerably 
larger. 

The large influence of inelastic processes that 
involve the deuteron as a whole, in addition to the 
processes involving the individual nucleons of the 
deuteron, makes it impossible to apply the impulse 
approximation to elastic yd scattering over a 
wide range of energies.* The presence of the in
elastic process of photodisintegration of the deu
teron has an especially strong effect on the polar
izability of the deuteron. If, as A. M. Baldin has 
shown, the polarizability of nucleons is entirely 
due to the process of meson production, on the 
other hand the main contribution to the polariza
bility of the deuteron, and of nuclei in general, 
comes from photonuclear processes at much 
smaller energies. 

*In a preprint received very recently, Schult and Capps 
have made a new examination of the corrections to the impulse 
approximation for yd scattering and have come to a similar con
clusion. 
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It follows from Eq. (29) that the polarizability 
of the deuteron is given by 

co 

- d R (L , 2f L ' 2f L ' - tic P \ crt (V) dv ad - dv• [ e 1' ,3 2 1 , 3 3)Jv=o- 2n2 J v• 
vd (49) 

An analogous formula is also valid for other nuclei. 
Dipole absorption plays the fundamental role in the 
total interaction cross section ot ( v ). When this 
is taken into account Eq. (49) goes over into the 
well known formula of Migdal11 (cf. also reference 
12). 

Substitution into Eq. (49) of the expressions 
(41) and (46) of reference 1 gives for the sum of 
the electric and magnetic polarizabilities of the 
deuteron 

e2 ( 1ic ) 2 { 3 1 ( 
:Ze +am= ad= Moe• \e. 64 + f2 1 -:-

X ((.tp-f.1n)2} = 0.64 .lQ-39 cm'l, (50) 

which agrees with the result of Levinger and Rustgi 
(cf. reference 12). 

The presence of sizable contributions from 
photodisintegration in the yd elastic scattering 
amplitude and in the polarizability of the deuteron 
prevents our obtaining reliable conclusions about 
the polarizability of neutrons from the experimental 
data on the scattering of low-energy y rays by 
deuterons. 

To get information on the magnetic polarizabil
ity of the deuteron one must evidently have a much 
more detailed analysis of the photodisintegration 
of the deuteron and of processes of photoproduc
tion of mesons from deuterons.* 

Strictly speaking, the treatment carried out in 
the present paper is valid only for forward scatter
ing. In the dipole approximation, however, the 
main. results remain valid for other scattering 
angles also. But we have not ·made a direct com
parison with the experimental data, since in the 
experiments2 inelastic scattering of y rays by 
deuterons, 

r+d-.n+p+r. 
was observed along with the elastic scattering. 
Recently A. M. Baldin (private communication) 
has examined the corrections to the impulse ap
proximation in the inelastic scattering of y rays 
and has arrived at the conclusion that for this 
process also there are appreciable corrections 

*All conclusions concerning the magnetic polarizability of 
the proton are very sensitive to the assumptions that have to 
be made in the analysis of the photoproduction of pions. When 
one uses the analysis of Watson it follows from the results• 
that the magnetic polarizability of the proton is small. (In the 
case of the analysis of Watson it goes to zero.) This conclu
sion evidently is not in contradiction with the experimental 
data. 13 

associated with the photodisintegration. 
Thus we can evidently conclude that the results 

of an analysis that takes into account the photo
disintegration of the deuteron (and the production 
of mesons), and the experimental data on the scat
tering of y rays by deuterons in the energy range 
"'50 -100 Mev are in agreement with each other. 
For a more reliable comparison of calculated re
sults with experiment one first needs an analysis 
of the inelastic processes over a wider range of 
energies. 

The writers are grateful to A. M. Baldin, v. I. 
Gol'danskii, and Ya. A. Smorodinskil for numerous 
discussions. 
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